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About This Game

"The last soldier" is a game where the player controls a soldier who is the sole survivor of his battalion.
Into the game the player will find 6 game modes and 21 goals, where the player can shoot, paralyze enemies, steal war tanks,

blow up enemy tanks, escape and more ...
As the player rises to more difficult levels, also appear other things on the battlefield, to make the game more difficult or in

other cases, easier.
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Title: The last soldier
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Artur Rezende
Publisher:
Artur Rezende
Release Date: 25 Sep, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 64 bits

Processor: Dual core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512mb dedicated, Compatible with Open GL 2.1

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 190 MB available space

Sound Card: any
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Going through my steam libray reviewing all the indie games I have! Starting off with this one :)

If you love speed running, challenging game play, and a game that requires quick reflexes then this is the game for you! You are
tasked with killing all the enemies in the map as fast as you can, the clock doesn't start until you start actually moving which
gives you a good opportunity to survey the map and determine what's the fastest and most effective way to slice or ninja star
these robot pirates. The game really makes you think and I find that to be super fun! Trying to complete the level as fast as you
possibly can while trying to make your every move count is very thrilling and when those three stars pop up at the end of the
level it feels like you just defeated a boss in Dark Souls.

Some other reviews on Steam said this but it is very welcoming to newcomers of this genre despite being difficult. You only
need to earn one star to progress onto the next level and the amount of stars needed to go onto the next stage are very fair.

The gameplay in this game is also very tight. Every move you make feels instantaneous which is really amazing for games like
these where every move counts. I didn't play with a controller but they are settings in the main menu for it so if that's your thing
it does have controller support.

Check out my blog for a full review! :)

https://indiesandthings.com/2018/05/14/a-lesser-known-super-meat-boy-type-game-10-second-ninja-x/. The art style is
beautiful and the story is cute, But the game was slow and glitchy. I requested a refund soon after. If you have a better pc you
might like it.. the game is quite nice and enjoyable so i decided to purchase the dlc, but is does not appear in my library. I
wanted to like this game. I really did. I got it on sale last year but didn't play it until now, and while it is a beautiful game with a
unique style and taking on some pretty heavy themes and ideas for an indie game, the gameplay is frustrating. It's not truly a
puzzle game because there are many solutions for the roguelike challenges, and it is so infuriantingly easy to softlock and be
forced to start the puzzles over, without really learning anything in the process. There are some UI issues too, with text boxes
popping up when and where you don't want them. It's a charming game and I really wanted to love it and play it more, but I don't
really want to spend any more time in the game.. No, Claire dosn't take her shirt off when she usually loses her jacket.. Its a fun
game to screw around with and to have just for laughs. Not recommended if its not on sale.... Hello! If you are reading this
review, this means you may be thinking about buying this game. Before the review starts, I would like to say YES do buy this
game, it is so much fun. Anyways, onto the review!

Cloudberry Kingdom is a game with infinitely generated levels. Every single level is possible to beat, no matter the challenge.
The AI can show you the path through the level, if you're not so sure. There is a story line, but I don't really pay much attention
to it. Mostly what matters are the levels themselves. There are quite a few power-ups you can be, which affect the gameplay in
big ways. Most notable is the spaceship power-up, which I quite dislike. All the others are pretty fun to play with, such as the
double jump, jetpack, hero-in-a-box, and a few more. Most of the powerups are quite enjoyable, but still, that ship power-up?
No thanks. The graphics are nothing to write home about, just a cartoony style perfect for a game like this. Overall, I'd rate this
game 8\/10, mostly for it's replayablility. But, the spaceship, I HATE THE SPACESHIP LEVELS UGG- Anyways, yea, buy
this game, it is gr8!. This game is wicked! when you drift backwards around a wall and line up an enemy tank with you're ion
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cannon! Bam! Good times:) I've been playing it for years and keep coming back. If your a graphic's snob (like my lame friends)
then u prolly wont touch it. But if you play games for fun! Metal Drift promises unique, hard hitting, high speed, drift tank
action!
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This game has the potential to be great and I used to enjoy playing it, but its flaws are no longer bearable because the
company(s) seems to want to pour money into making DLC that often times only include a few rides rather than fleshing out the
game. Part of this is the culture of gaming now but the lack of a DLC Bundle or Season Pass makes it unforgivable. Just so we
know as of right now if you want to get the whole game you'll have to spent 130$. Now this isn't as bad as the sims4 but I could
see it getting there.. Pretty cool game. Plays like a puzzle platformer but without the platforming, since you swim about freely.
Kind of like a simpler Aquaria without the Metroid structure.

While a lot of the gameplay is governed by the rhythm of the music, I don't find that this sets the game terribly much apart from
platformers with timing-heavy challenges, such as Donkey Kong Country. Rather, the main draw here is Beatbuddy's personality
and soundtrack: every time a character speaks, the text box is backgrounded by a different beatboxing track, and, as you move
through the stages, the music changes in complexity depending upon what's happening around you.

This sense that features of the level design are actually creating the music doesn't seem as potent or as 1:1 as in some other
games that have done similar, most notably 140, but the music itself is good. Beatbuddy isn't going to blow your mind, but it's an
enjoyable experience overall and well worth picking up at a sale price.. All the reviews on the "most helpful" catagory are just
people complaining so I'll try to make a review that acutally reviews it.

cons:
-low resolution
-the game expects you to click on the beat of the song for combos, but the game is bad at recognizing where the beat is, so it's
pretty random if you get a combo or not
-2 of the 3 modes feel stressful and arent' very fun

pros:
you can play with your own music
the 3rd game mode, "ascend" is very fun

As you can see, the cons do outweigh the pros, so I wouldn't recommend buying this at full price. But if you see it on sale, (it's
only 99 cents right now) that third game mode is well worth the money..  Warning: This game might be broken when you first
launch it. It appeared to be running but the window was not present. I experienced this, and luckily the fixed patch provided
by someone in the game's discussions was able to help my problem and I was able to play it.  

That being said, I'll review the game content itself although this bug should cause some concern for people who'd buy it at full
price on Steam.

It's definitely an improvement from the first title when it comes to gameplay. The difficulty went up a notch, the objects now
more obscured using shadows. The puzzles were a lot more well-developed and the background had extra animations that made
the environments more pleasing and entertaining. The items you find in the HO scenes are used more often to progress to the
next room.

The art has changed to a higher more polished quality although the resolution itself is stuck at 800x600. This made it difficult to
pick out some objects, and it required a bit of pixel hunting. Basically, if the item was a string, the clickability is limited to that
thin strand which means you'd be clicking frantically at it until you perfectly hit the string. It was a major struggle to click on
rings, tiny bugs, and the like.

There's a bit of gripe with repetitive objects, and mixed quality again. Some objects look real while others looked hand-drawn.
I'd really prefer one or the other since it sorts of breaks the immersion and makes the game itself look messy and cheap. And I
don't know how many times I'd need to seek 'sack' and 'knife/dagger' in every part of the world. There are a lot of things in the
world, why limit to so many similar items? And they're not even hand-drawn.

Unfortunately, the story was a lot less interesting than Hidden Roses of Athena for me, I just didn't resonate with the dialogue
and found myself glazing over it. I really liked the bar area, it was a different take on HO scene interactivity but the story itself
felt quite condensed in comparison to its predecessor.

Overall, it was playable and I still had some fun with it. I liked the puzzles a lot more this round but the countries chosen maybe
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not so much. Buy it only if you'd like to experience the continuation of Samantha Swift's journey (since it picks up where you've
left off) but as a standalone game, I don't particularly feel enthused about it.. overall the game is extremely cute. However i will
admit this is definitely a game for little kids. It is fun though, theres a fairly good amount of variety in the games. The difficulty
is very easy, making it a really casual game. The character designs aren't the prettiest, though they did a great job animating
each of the princesses worlds.

Pros:
- if you love disney, you'll love the cuteness of this game
-simple games with a bit of variety
-difficulty increases each level
- get to decorate your own room, take care of a garden, and explore the different worlds
-customize your character with different hair, hair colors, eyes, eye color, and lips
-can choose your favortite dress style and customize the colors
-lots of different accessories to choose from
-so absolutely adorable that I just want to hug it
-Any little kid, or disney fan, would absolutely love this game.
- there's different flowers to grow in the garden and you can water, weed, sing to, fertilize and just take care of them. (singing to
them is a small mini game where you hit arrow keys to match them).

Cons:
-there's only two levels
- there's four worlds, so there's only 8 levels, or "chapters" and then you unlock princess tiana's world, and get one more chapter.
-the games all involve the same kind of goal, you use your magic to stun the imps , or you use twirl magic to get rid of webs
after you defeat the imps, and then there's only a few other games (shooting bubbles at other bubbles to pop them, putting
puzzles together, and then some other games)
-the instructions get really repetitive and annoying after awhile, each time you have to do something\/play a game. and i didn't
find any way to turn them off.
-after you beat the game there isnt too much to do

overall I'd give it a 7\/10 , very cute, but all the instructions get a little annoying, and I got to make my own princess and see my
favorite princess. I helped Rapunzel, and that made the game awesome.. Starting out, I had trouble finding the software. I had to
enter the game files to find it manually, rather than access the content from the game engine itself.

Soon afterward, I was making a character with twin drills and generally happy with the ambient music. But then I noticed that
my ideal Asumi model had clipping issues with her tops and her hair.

Once I realized the outfit options were extremely limited and contained mostly recolors, I started to get frustrated because
Asumi wasn't wearing the right colors to match her eyes even with the recolor options. I was craving more outfits and a color
palette, but the work just wasn't put into this side project.

Finally, I was more pleased with Asumi's looks and decided to save the character. I then loaded the game. And from this point
on, no amount of troubleshooting could get the new character model into the game.

After skimming through previous reviews, I am now informed that this content has nothing to do with the original game and
merely exists to create a 2D waifu and screenshot her.

It sounds, looks, feels, smells and even tastes like an incomplete character customization menu that failed to be completed and
failed to make it into the game.

The only thing AJT Games must have been thinking when they released this DLC must have been money. It should have been
an included base game feature that actually affected the game. And if they were going to sell it seperately, it should have at least
been completed and had some sort of visual affect within the game proper.

Moral of the Story: Look before you leap into buying all the DLC of a game you somewhat enjoyed. You might be better off
just settling for the base game alone. Developers are sneaky these days.
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Our First Dev Update!:
After some hiccups at launch, it’s been mostly smooth sailing on the Abyssal Ocean - except for the warships and sea monsters
at least…
But we’ve been hard at work behind the scenes!

Matchmaking. Superfighters Deluxe playlist:
Splinter has posted the complete (so far!) Superfighters Deluxe soundtrack on YouTube.

Check out the official playlist here!. Research, Optimizations, Stability:
Similar to our last blog update, this isn't an announcement for the next patch's release date. However I will admit we just
released that one to our internal tester group. We're here to talk about more upcoming quality of life changes, this time with
regards to research and frame rates.

Research changes. Hotfix 4.0.6.3:

Fixed exploit that allowed player to have infinite time in Puppeteer's real world.

Fixed symbols being incorrect in Dying Ember fight.

Added warping effects.

Also, woops! Forgot to fix this!

I'll leave it as it is though.. BWM Episode 01 - Fix v2.1.5:
Attic scene
- fixed various bugs when loading the Attic scene

Enjoy your bug free weekend and have a pleasant walk through the Paper City.

Have a great weekend!
. Multiplayer:
Loria started as small project fueled mainly by passion for game giants from golden era of RTS, and was intent to contain single
player campaigns only.

We wanted to provide nice story-telling and simple, relaxing gameplay as the player advances through story driven missions.

However, we feel Loria has grown a lot since then, and with encouraging support from community, we have decided to start
working on multiplayer. Multiplayer is of course in its earliest stages, but we are dedicated to make this work.

It is too soon to set any release dates, but stay tuned for more news.

To sum it up...

Multiplayer is coming!. Patch 20 - now live!:
Here were are, at the 20th free Content Patch since we left Early Access. I'm going to keep saying that until it sinks in - I've
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*only* had a dozen people refer to it as Early Access in the last month, so maybe it's sinking in!

This patch has mostly focused on bringing the Adventures Pack closer to completion, a huge amount of performance
optimisation (yes, I'm surprised there's any left, but we're definitely out of low-hanging fruit now), and just a couple of useful
shiny machines for you.

I've also done 3 playthroughs of various Mutator combinations this month, and I'll be starting the P21 cycle by implementing the
final changes to T1 progression, and then having a whoosh through the bonkers Sky Islands and the completely terrifying
ResinPocalypse modes - feel free to join me!

Live Streams
Plans[trello.com]
Roadmap

So - on with the notes!

TL;DR. Junk Jack 3.0 Update is out!:

Hello! Today we're releasing a big content patch which adds more than 250 treasures to be discovered, we call it the treasure
hunt season! We also added a new end game planet named Tor which can be reached from Mykon, with lots of new monsters,
equip pieces, treasures and blocks.

Planets have been tweaked and should be more varied and fun to explore, we redrawn a lot of mobs and made many balance
tweaks and bug fixes.

We're quite satisfied with the progress made to the game and we think the game is mature enough to be released in full form on
Steam, so please let us know what you think of this patch!
After the release we'll continue with the updates, to improve Junk Jack even more.

Happy treasure hunting!

ENHANCEMENTS
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treasure hunt season is now open! We added more than 250 unique rare treasures in chests. Happy hunting!

new planet reachable from Mykon: Tor! Make sure to generate a new Mykon Adventure or you won't find the new
portals

planets surfaces, graphics and biomes have been revamped and are now more varied and fun to explore

many new blocks and discoverable treasures can be found on Tor

dozens of new blocks and treasures!

more than 20 new monsters!

lots of new weapons, armor and other equip pieces can be dropped from Tor monsters

10 new fish types

12 new statues

new pocket pets!

two new types of wood with their relative crafts and weapons have been added: Green and Ebony wood

new rare manufacts have been added, older ones will be converted to the newer ones

all rare weapons now have custom animation, speed and knockback values

many walking mobs have been redrawn from scratch

many new blocks, decos and objects have been added on all planets!

TWEAKS

added many missing objects and blocks to creative

each add-on has now some crafts available by default

added starter crates near the surface

tweaked ores distribution

tweaked treasures distribution tables

rebalanced food heal values

rebalanced potions heal values

tweaked mobs health and hit values

tweaked mobs bounding boxes, now they should stuck less between blocks

decreased healing potions drop chance from mobs
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crates can now rarely drop iron lumps

water won't spawn floating on ground anymore

new in use symbol on objects

tweaked portal chests distribution

slightly increased crates distribution

added rare chests and pots on planets surface

removed workbench requirement for stone tools

decreased weapons drop chance from chests

increased salt and sulphur rates on some planets

decreased hard rocks distribution on planets

reduced vases on all planets

added dangerous spikes and ice on end game planets

new liquid graphics

new hurt sound!

new dirt sounds have been added

most hit sounds had their volume corrected

tweaked mobs spawn rates

import craftbook/potions from other players

added scroll wheel to changelog view

added portals Yuca -> Magmar

fixed some minor graphical glitches

BUG FIXES

fixed bug with stackable objects improperly loaded from player save

fixed sticky bullets in multiplayer on clients

fixed sticky bullets from mobs which were damaging player when unintended

fixed durability glitch which affected stacks split with shift+click

fix to music that was abruptly changing / stopping when unintended
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increased silence time between songs

fixed crashes related to interaction at top of the world

fixed some small glitches in physics engine

many bugfixes and tweaks not listed here!

. Update 15. June 2018:

Most of the code for this was done by Skylar, but due to lack of time we couldn't properly test & deploy it until recently.

The idea is that players get a personal goal like "do 10 successful passes" and gain XP as a reward. The goals were all picked so
that they encourage team work more instead of trying to win everything alone.

Additionally, this update brings back the "unified match report" tab, but now fixed for lobby reports.
. Patch 165:
Command center function:
- Ship parts must now be connected to a command center in order to be controlled.
- Autoaim/revolute joints, pistons and (activated) energy chains count.
- A warning is shown for non-connected ship parts in the editor.

Visual stuff:
- Improved the debris particle effect.
- Repair bots and interceptors can now be colored.
- New interceptor texture, fixed interceptor trails.
- New torpedo explosion & new energy chain effect.

Bug fixes:
- Editing exploration ships in the exploration mode editor no longer changes the original ship design. Changes are saved to the
'exploration ship' design.
- Fixed a bug causing AI ships with joints to self-destruct.
- Fixed a bug causing the difficulty to reset on NG+.
- Fixed a bug from patch 164 causing the AI modes to malfunction.
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